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Last week Scott ended a sermon series on the gospel 
of Mark and left us with a dramatic challenge to follow 
Jesus. Throughout his series we learned of the way of the 
Lord and we left singing “I have decided to follow Jesus.” 
So now that we’ve decided to follow Jesus, what does that 
mean in our particular culture? How do we address the 
issues of our day as followers of Jesus? We face a lot of 
issues that the Bible doesn’t directly address. To make it 
worse, if you ask fi ve Christians what they think, you’ll 
get six opinions. Our challenge, then, once we’ve decided 
to follow Jesus is to fi gure out what that looks like in the 
world that we live in. 

That’s the motivation behind what we’ll be looking at 
for the next six weeks here at PBC. We’re going to address 
six different issues that are particularly current for us today: 
diversity, poverty, politics, the generation gap, technol-
ogy, and sexuality. And we are going to try and lay some 
groundwork for thinking about these issues as followers 
of Christ. We’re not going to answer all the questions 
by any means. In fact, I’ll probably end up raising more 
questions than I answer. But my prayer is that we can lay 
a foundation for how to think about these issues. 

This series is called The Skipping Stone of the Spirit be-
cause we’ll be trying to follow the Spirit across time. Each 
message will have three parts. We’ll start with the primary 
way that the Spirit has revealed Himself: Scripture. Each 
week will be based on one or sometimes two passages of 
Scripture. That will be our fi rst step in following the Spirit. 
But we have to realize that we aren’t the only ones in the 
history of following Christ who have faced these issues. 
We have a long tradition of faithful believers seeking God 
and making decisions in their own cultures. So our next 
step as we follow the Spirit will be somewhere in church 
history. Each week we’ll look at one case of that particular 
issue being addressed by the church. The Spirit has been at 
work throughout the history of the church. What can we 
learn from that? Finally, we’ll ask what the Spirit is doing 
in our own day. Based on our refl ection of the Scripture 
and whatever we’ve learned from church history, how do 
we at Peninsula Bible Church, today, follow the Spirit of 
Christ into complex and diffi cult issues.

So it’s going to be a fun six weeks. It’s a bit ambitious, 
but my hope is not to say the last word on any of these 
issues, but to start a conversation as we follow the Spirit 

together.

Today we’re starting with the issue of diversity. The 
fact that there are different cultures and languages and 
traditions and ways of doing things has caused a lot of 
problems in the history of the world. It’s also made the 
world a fascinating and exciting place. The fundamental 
question at stake is “How do you have a relationship with 
someone who is different from you?” Or should you even 
try? How do you relate in the midst of diverse cultures?

As I often do, I’d like us to explore how the culture we 
live in addresses this issue. I have an example of this from a 
movie that many of us have probably seen. This particular 
movie is a complex social commentary of what happens 
when two people who are very different fall in love. It’s 
a sophisticated fi lm called Shrek.1 There is a scene where 
Shrek, who is an ogre, is sent to rescue the Princess Fiona 
from a dragon. Fiona believes her one true love will rescue 
her and Shrek is the one who actually rescues her.

Therefore, Princess Fiona thinks that Shrek is her true 
love until she fi nds out that he is an ogre. That he is just 
too different to love. She is a human. He is an ogre. They 
can’t fall in love. Differences separate people. We’ll come 
back to Shrek later.

This is the way most of us think. We trust people who 
are similar to us. We fear people who are different. This 
plays out on small scales  when you have to learn to work 
with people who think differently than you. It plays out 
on large scales when ethnic groups try to kill each other. 
Differences cause problems. It’s hard for two different 
people to relate to each other. 

So how do we come together? How do we as Christians 
think about living in a diverse world? How do we ap-
proach issues like the socio-economic divide in our local 
communities? Immigration issues in our nation? Ethnic 
wars across the world? Or, closer to home, sitting at church 
next to someone who prefers a completely different style of 
worship music? How does the Spirit lead us in our ability 
to engage with diversity?

To answer that question, we’re going to look at Genesis 
11 to fi nd out what God thinks about diversity. Then 
we’re going to look at how churches in the United States 
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handled the issue of desegregation in the middle of the 
20th century. Finally, we’ll ask what all this means for us 
today. 

Don’t Force Sameness

With each of these sermons, we’ll start with the Scrip-
ture. How does the Scripture reveal God’s view of diversity? 
Our main passage to understand this is going to be Genesis 
11:1-9. This is the story of the Tower of Babel.

But before we read Genesis 11, we need to understand 
its context. In Genesis 9 we see Noah’s family after the 
fl ood. There’s only one family on earth. In Genesis 10, we 
see Noah’s family expanding and we read in verse 5, “clans 
within their nations, each with its own language.” But then 
the beginning of chapter 11 says, “the whole world had 
one language.” How is that possible if we had multiple 
languages in chapter 10? Well, Chapter 11 is describing 
how we got from chapter 9 to chapter 10. Chapter 11 
tells the story of how things started with one language 
and one culture and ended up with many languages and 
many cultures.

Genesis 11:1-9:

1Now the whole world had one language and 
a common speech. 2As men moved eastward, 
they found a plain in Shinar and settled there. 
3They said to each other, “Come, let’s make 
bricks and bake them thoroughly.” They used 
brick instead of stone, and tar for mortar. 4Then 
they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, 
with a tower that reaches to the heavens, so that 
we may make a name for ourselves and not be 
scattered over the face of the whole earth.” 5But 
the LORD came down to see the city and the 
tower that the men were building. 6The LORD 
said, “If as one people speaking the same lan-
guage they have begun to do this, then nothing 
they plan to do will be impossible for them. 
7Come, let us go down and confuse their lan-
guage so they will not understand each other.” 
8So the LORD scattered them from there over 
all the earth, and they stopped building the 
city. 9That is why it was called Babel—because 
there the LORD confused the language of the 
whole world. From there the LORD scattered 
them over the face of the whole earth.

Many of you are probably familiar with this story. But 
what you probably don’t realize is that this story shows us 
something very important about how God views diversity. 

Now once again, we need to rewind even further to 
understand what is going on here. What was God’s fi rst 
command to people when He created them? What were 
they supposed to do? It’s recorded in Genesis 1:28, “Be 
fruitful and increase in number; fi ll the earth and subdue 
it.” So God wanted Adam and Eve to have lots of babies. 
And He wanted those babies to move out and live all 
over the earth. That command is repeated to Noah when 
he comes out of the ark in Genesis 9:7, “be fruitful and 
increase in number; multiply on the earth and increase 
upon it.” Noah and his family were the new founders of 
the human race, so God repeats His command. People are 
supposed to spread out over the whole earth. 

What happens when people spread out? I remember 
when I was in high school going on trips with my youth 
group to different parts of the country. We were from 
Texas and we’d meet people from Georgia, New York, 
Minnesota, and Idaho. And one of the fi rst things we’d do 
is hold up a can of a carbonated beverage and say, “What 
do you call this?” All the answers were different. Pop. Soda. 
Coke. Soda Pop. It was amazing to us the variety of names 
referring to the same thing all within the same country. 
But that’s what happens when people spread out. Different 
cultures arise. So if people had obeyed God’s command 
and scattered over the whole earth, then diversity would 
have resulted. So it seems like God wanted people to scat-
ter and become different. 

Now let’s get back to Genesis 11. These people came 
together to build a tower. And we’re given two reasons. 
The fi rst is that they might make a name for themselves. 
This is how a group of people establishes their identity. It’s 
like when you get split up into teams in third grade—the 
fi rst thing you do is come up with a name for your team. 
So these people wanted to establish one identity to keep 
them together. The second reason is that they didn’t want 
to scatter. They wanted to stay together. A huge tower 
would provide a geographical rallying point. They could 
always fi nd each other by meeting at the tower. So the 
reason for building a tower was to establish a common 
identity and keep them together. 

And that would have been fi ne. Except that God com-
manded them to do exactly the opposite. God commanded 
them to scatter across the earth. So their building a tower 
was a direct disobedience of the command God gave them 
to fi ll the earth. What does this mean? It’s actually quite 
signifi cant. They wanted to stay as one culture and God 
wanted them to develop multiple towers. They wanted to 
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stay the same, God wanted them to develop differences.

This issue arose as a signifi cant one for Christian mis-
sionaries several hundred years ago. In their zeal to convert 
people to Christ, they tried to convert them to Western 
culture as well. They wanted them to be the same. Mis-
sionaries today are a lot more savvy about helping people 
follow Christ within the context of their culture rather 
than replacing their culture with a Western one. Because 
we’ve learned that God wants different cultures.

But the people in Genesis 11 didn’t want to become 
many people. They wanted to stay one people. So they 
built a tower.

And what did God do? Well, it says that God confused 
their language and scattered them. This has been referred 
to as God cursing them, but it’s never actually called a 
curse. I think we can see it more like a nudge in the right 
direction. The fi rst thing God did was to confuse their 
language. What this probably means is that He caused 
them all to speak nonsense. They still had the ability to 
speak, but their words didn’t make sense to each other. It 
was all babbling.

So let’s think about what would happen if God did this. 
Let’s imagine that God did this right now in this room. You 
may think I’ve been talking nonsense since I got up here, 
but let’s imagine that God did this for real. What would 
you do? Well, I’d probably fi nd my wife and children and 
I’d get them into my car and drive away pretty quickly. 
And if I still couldn’t understand anyone else I’d try to 
distance myself from other people. Because what’s my 
attitude toward someone I don’t understand? I fear them. 
Living in Mountain View would probably be too close to 
other people, so I’d move out to the country where I could 
make sure that no one could hurt me if they wanted to. 

And that’s probably what these people did. If they 
couldn’t understand each other, they would probably 
gather in small groups of people they knew they could 
trust, even if they couldn’t understand them. Families, 
clans, or tribes. Then they’d move out to somewhere else 
to put some space between them and other people who 
can’t be trusted. They would scatter. So when the text says 
that God scattered them, it probably means that the result 
of God confusing their language was that they scattered.

Then, after some time, they developed a way to un-
derstand each other. And then they would come up with 
traditions, clothing, foods, and everything that makes 
up a culture. So what God did is to force His creation to 
do what He wanted them to do all along, what He com-
manded them to do when He created them: scatter and 

become different. 

But some people say that diversity is a result of sin. That 
God wants us to be the same. Maybe even that He is in 
the process of removing our distinctions. But that’s not the 
case. Because when we read the end of the story, we fi nd 
out the differences are still there. Revelation 7:9-10 says 
this, “9After this I looked and there before me was a great 
multitude that no one could count, from every nation, 
tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and 
in front of the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and 
were holding palm branches in their hands. 10And they 
cried out in a loud voice: “Salvation belongs to our God, 
who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb.”

Even at the end of the age, in the new creation, people 
are different. Different nationalities, different languages. 
But they’re all praising the one God. We’ll get back to 
that in a minute. 

So God wants people to be different. And we want to 
stay the same. But when we try to stay the same, God 
might just force us to scatter. So what does this mean for 
us? That we need to stop building towers. Stop forcing 
everyone to be the same. Allow people to be different. 
Don’t force sameness. Don’t force sameness. 

Well, you might be thinking that you don’t force same-
ness. But I would argue that every community has a ten-
dency to direct people into some form of conformity. And 
it can be quite strong in the Christian culture. Sometimes 
I’m afraid that we’re trying to build a tower of a single 
Christian personality and gather around it. We want ev-
eryone to look the same, act the same, sing the same songs, 
vote for the same people, read the same books, and think 
the same thoughts. This tendency is made even stronger 
by our media driven culture where we can all become 
like some image that the media creates for us. There are 
worldly media images, but there are also Christian media 
images. The right way to be a Christian. And that might 
be a great way to be a Christian, but it’s not the only way. 
And if we try to force everyone into the same mold, then 
we lose something powerful as a community. We may even 
lose part of our ability to represent God. 

I see young people all the time rejecting this image of 
what it means to be a Christian because they just can’t 
force themselves into that mold. The tragedy of this 
is that many of them end up rejecting Christ because 
they think there is only one way to be a Christian. I’m 
constantly telling young people “your faith doesn’t have 
to look like that guy’s.” Your faith is a relationship with 
God and relationships look different for different people. 
Don’t be threatened by that. Enjoy it. Find out what your 
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relationship with God looks like. Don’t force sameness on 
others and don’t allow others to force it on you. Find your 
unique relationship with Christ. 

Find Oneness in Christ

So we must allow each other to scatter, to become differ-
ent. But in Revelation we saw a picture of everyone coming 
together. They were all worshipping God. And the Bible 
has a lot to say about unity and coming together. How 
do we get from scattering and being different to coming 
together in unity? 

In John 17, Jesus prays that His followers would become 
one. The basis of the oneness that He prays for is that His 
followers are all in Him. So according to the Bible, we 
scatter and become different, but then we come together 
in the person of Christ. And we become one with Him. 
And one with each other. So we should be different, but 
united in Christ. Don’t force sameness, but look for one-
ness. Find oneness in Christ. 

And that brings us to the aspect of church history that 
we want to look at today. How has the church done at 
fi nding oneness? Have we been able to be different, but 
united? Have God’s people been leaders in embracing 
diversity and seeing a refl ection of Him in it? Have we 
been able to encourage people to be different, but united 
in relationship with God? Well, the answer is yes and no. I 
think the history of the church has shown some incredible 
examples of just this sort of thing: Jews and Gentiles com-
ing together; Israeli’s and Palestinians coming together; 
people whose tribes have hated each other for centuries 
brought together by the power of Jesus Christ. So yes, this 
has been true of the people of God. But we’ve also had 
our diffi culties. 

We can learn from our mistakes though, so I want us 
to look at one disturbing season in which we didn’t do a 
great job at this to see what we can learn. We’re going to 
look at how churches in the United States, particularly 
those in the South handled the process of integration, of 
bringing whites and blacks together in schools, in com-
munities, and particularly in churches, during the era of 
the Civil Rights Movement.

After slavery ended in America in the 19th century, 
people had to fi gure out how to live together: former slaves 
and former slave-owners living in the same community. 
They quickly settled on a way to make it easier by decid-
ing that whites and blacks couldn’t be in the same groups. 
So they established what they called “separate but equal” 

schools, public institutions, restaurants, and neighbor-
hoods for white people and for black people. These were 
the infamous “Jim Crow laws.”2 This system was called 
segregation and for a while it succeeded in making things 
work better. But the problem was that separate wasn’t equal.

So this kicked off a series of social reforms aimed at 
allowing all people access to the same resources. This is 
what was called desegregation, or integration. I remem-
ber a conversation I had with Danny Hall. who used to 
be a pastor here at PBC. He said that he remembers as a 
kid when his church in Atlanta desegregated. When they 
changed their offi cial policy to allow people of color to 
come to their church. This wasn’t that long ago.

Unfortunately, this was not a clean process for the 
Church in the U.S. I want to introduce you to one of its 
heroes though. His name is Reverend Dunbar Ogden.3 

Ogden was a white pastor of a small church in Little Rock, 
Arkansas. One Sunday in 1957 he preached a sermon from 
Colossians, emphasizing that Christ unites people in their 
differences. He believed in integration. Three years earlier, 
the Supreme Court had declared segregated schools to be 
unconstitutional. But the Reverend knew that this was go-
ing to cause a lot of problems in Little Rock. He ended by 
praying for the process of integration in their local schools. 

The next day was supposed to be the day that black 
students were fi rst admitted to Central High School of 
Little Rock. But they didn’t go because the governor had 
called in the Arkansas National Guard to prevent them 
from enrolling in the school. The KKK had threatened 
to murder any black students showing up for school that 
morning. But that night, Reverend Ogden received a call 
from the editor of the black newspaper in town. She asked 
him a diffi cult question, “Would you gather together a 
group of white ministers and accompany nine students to 
Central High tomorrow?” Can you imagine? 

The next morning, he led a few other pastors and nine 
students into an angry mob, threatening their lives. They 
walked through that mob up to the front door of Central 
High School. Those students didn’t make it to school that 
day. The mob turned them back. But it started a process 
that eventually led to their being the fi rst black students 
at Central High School. 

But Reverend Ogden paid a price. He watched his ac-
tions divide the churches in Little Rock over the issue of 
what he had done and what he continued to do in fi ghting 
for integration. His family received constant threats of 
violence and death. Still he continued to fi ght for integra-
tion. Finally, his church fi red him because attendance had 
dropped so low and he was forced to move away. 
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Reverend Ogden became a leader in a movement to 
bring people together. His unity was motivated by who 
Christ is. The saddest part of this story is that Christians 
fought him in this movement. It took a long time for 
churches to complete the process of integration. Some 
would say we’re still not there. There was an article in 
this year’s January issue of TIME magazine4 asking the 
question whether American megachurches can desegre-
gate. Other recent articles have asked the question why 
Sunday morning is the most segregated time of the week 
for many Americans.5

And we realize that while at times Christians, like Rev-
erend Ogden, have courageously led people to fi nd unity 
in Christ, this hasn’t always been the case. It seems that the 
church even has particular diffi culty embracing diversity 
and achieving unity. Christians have often opposed unity, 
sometimes defending their views that sound convincingly 
like biblical exposition. So it seems that the Spirit’s leading 
toward unity has sometimes been obscured by the fears 
and insecurities of the church. We have stories that we’d 
all too soon forget. Embarrassing, shameful stories. We 
have repented of many of these stories, but they are still 
part of our history.

 

What do we today?

And that brings us to the fi nal skip of this stone. What 
do we do with all this today? We’ve seen from the story of 
the Tower of Babel that God intended for His creation to 
be culturally diverse. We’ve also seen Jesus praying that His 
people experience unity in Him. We’ve seen the example 
of Reverend Ogden leading toward this goal within his 
own culture. 

So how do we fi nd unity? Well, let’s go back for a min-
ute to our movie example, Shrek. There’s one more scene 
toward the end of the movie when Shrek and Princess  
Fiona are able to fi nally fall in love. 

In a surprising turn of events, Shrek doesn’t become a 
handsome prince. Fiona becomes an ogre. And then Shrek 
and Fiona can live happily after ever. Why? Because they’ve 
become the same. They can be one because they are the 
same. And this is how fairy tales are told in our culture. 
Differences are overcome. People become like each other. 
Their distinctions are erased. People need to realize that 
we can all get along by realizing that we’re all the same. 

But that isn’t what we’ve seen this morning. God wants 
diversity, but He also wants oneness. A oneness that comes 
from Jesus Christ. So our story isn’t like the story of Shrek 

and Fiona. We don’t become the same. We stay different. 
But we do become one. Our goal is oneness without same-
ness. Seek oneness without sameness. 

Oneness without sameness is hard. It even seems impos-
sible. So we do one of two things. Sometimes we try to 
force each other to be the same. Parents want their kids 
to make decisions the way they would make decisions. 
Spouses try to manipulate each other into thinking the 
same way. Children mock their elders for being different. 
We think that oneness can only come with sameness so we 
make each other the same. This is what we saw in Genesis 
11. It’s what we saw in Shrek.

Other times we realize that we’ll never stop being differ-
ent so we give up on oneness. If we can’t be the same, then 
we can’t possibly be one. This was the basic idea behind 
segregation. This is why we get divorced. This is why 
friendships are broken. This is why we change churches 
or jobs or just stick to the people we understand. We give 
up on oneness. 

We can see these dynamics at work in our individual 
relationships, whether it is people we work with, live 
with, or in our family. I’ve seen it in marriage. One of the 
hardest things that Rachel and I have had to face in mar-
riage is how different we are from each other. Our natural 
tendency is for those differences to become threatening to 
each other. So, for instance, I feel like a bad parent because 
I think about some aspects of parenting differently than 
she does. Or we spend enormous amounts of energy trying 
to change each other to be the same.

And I think I got tricked. The Bible says that when two 
people get married, the two become one. So I just assumed 
that meant that Rachel was becoming me. It’s been a huge 
growing process for us to allow each other to be different 
and not force sameness.

This is one of the major issues that most of the New 
Testament letters address: how can Jews and Gentiles 
worship together. How can they be one without being 
the same. The Jews wanted the Gentiles to become Jews 
so they would all be the same. But Paul, in particular, said 
‘No. You can be one without being the same. That’s the 
glory of the gospel. Oneness in Christ. Jew and Gentile, 
slave and free, man and woman, coming together in the 
body of Christ.’

Our goal as the people of God is not just to integrate 
schools and public places. It’s not just to sit in church 
together. It’s to create real communities of people who 
are different. And that requires the Spirit at work within 
us and in our midst.
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It’s funny; people say very different things about PBC 
when they come here. Some are amazed at how diverse 
we are. Some are appalled at how non-diverse we are. We 
usually think about diversity in terms of ethnicity, but one 
of my favorite things about PBC is how diverse we are in 
terms of age. We are well represented in every life stage. 
We’re not a young person’s church or an old person’s church 
or a young families’ church. We’ve got it all. Since I work 
a lot with younger people, I try to always remind them 
that this is something the church can offer them. There’s 
very few places in our culture where we get to be in such 
a diverse group of ages. The family used to be that, but 
not so much anymore. 

That’s one of the things that I love the most about Camp 
PBC—the camping trip open to the whole church in the 
summer. All day you see children playing with high school-
ers and college students and adults all mixed together. Not 
just sitting in church together, but interacting, laughing, 
playing, eating. It’s great.

As we try to follow Christ in our community, these ideas 
fi nd all sorts of other applications. How do we promote 
diversity and seek unity in the world? How do we think 
about our living communities and school communities? 
How does this change the way we think about immigra-
tion reform in the U.S.? How does it change the way we 
think about sharing the gospel with the world? What other 
questions does this address?

Conclusion

Each of the topics we’re talking about in this series has 
so many application points, so many areas that can spark 
conversation and discussion. The topic of diversity is a 
good place for us to start this particular series. The top-
ics that are coming up aren’t exactly ones that everyone 
agrees on. Several of them have some pretty controversial 
elements and strong opinions on which people disagree. 
So the idea that God intends diversity is a helpful one to 
keep in mind as we move forward. What unites us is not 
that we think the same politically. What unites us is not 
how we think poverty should be addressed. What unites us 
is not how old we are or what stage of life we’re in. What 
unites us is not whether we have a chemical addiction. 
What unites us is not our ethnicity, our language, our 
culture, our favorite type of church music, our parenting 

philosophy, or even our favorite style of Bible study.

We are a diverse group of people. The creation that our 
Father has made is even more diverse than we represent 
here. But we can be one. Not by becoming the same. We 
don’t have to be united by sameness. We can be one by 
one simple thing: Faith in Christ. It is Christ that makes 
us one. He does so, not by making us the same, but by 
making us one in our diversity. Christ unites what oth-
erwise could never be united. May we not try to create a 
oneness that is based on sameness. May we not run away 
from those who are different. But may we come together 
to Christ. Let Him make us one. And we too will join 
with the chorus of many diverse voices at the end of the 
age. We will sing praise to Christ: the One and only who 
makes us one. 
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